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MYSTERY RANCH designs and manufactures packs for the job that needs to get done, supporting customers 
who rely on our packs to get home at the end of the day. Our Warranty guarantees everything we build against 
defects in materials and craftsmanship for the practical lifetime of the product. We will happily offer repair or 

replacement for issues with materials or craftsmanship. Damage due to normal wear and tear or misuse can be 
repaired for a reasonable charge.

WARRANTY & REPAIRS

PATENTS

Most MYSTERY RANCH products are covered by US and Foreign Patents, and other Patents Pending.
US Patents include:

US 6,626,342  B1; US 7,673,777 B2; US 8,381,956 B2; US 8,561,866 B2; US 8,950,644 B2; US 8,348,114 B2; 
US 8,579,171 B2; US 9,173,473 B2; US 9,271,559 B2; US 8,162,194 B2 ; US 8,955,792 B2

CERTIFICATIONS

MYSTERY RANCH maintains an ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System.

MATERIALS & TECHNOLOGY

CORDURA® fabrics

YKK® Zippers 

Futura Yoke System
The patented MYSTERY RANCH Futura Yoke system enables 
you to micro adjusts the torso length and is a crucial piece of 

the structure of the pack.

OVERLOAD® FEATURE
The patented OVERLOAD® feature provides functional 
expandability via a load sling between the pack and the 
frame, allowing you to put the bulk of the weight closest 

to your back for optimal comfort. 

*Please see mysteryranch.com for pack specific sizing
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Built on the specific needs of servicemen, MYSTERY RANCH remains 
true to its martial roots while adapting to the diverse demands of tactical 
professionals everywhere. Combining durable materials and unparalleled 
organization, our LE-specific packs transport gear safely and securely.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

BACK TO CONTENTS
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LAW ENFORCEMENT 9

Weight:

Vol:

Dims:

Size:

Available 2021

Expandable zipper provides five extra liters of storage 
that zips out of the way when not needed

Removable shoulder strap stores in interior pocket 

Padded sleeve fits laptops up to 15”

Quick access Rip-Zip accessory compartment 
has magnetic locking buckle to secure 

contents while on the move 

Fully cushioned backpack 
straps tuck away in a dedicated 
compartment when not in use

YKK® zippers 

Zippered main compartment 
has multiple accessory pockets 

to organize your daily kit 

1.2 kg (2.6 lbs)

16.7 L (1020 cu-in)

11”x16.3”x10.3” (27.9x41.4x26.2cm)

One Size                               

The 3 WAY CC offers a convenient range of carrying methods – briefcase, backpack, or shoulder carry. A 
front Rip-zip opening gives you ready access to the administrative accessory pockets (or magazines). The 
back compartment that rests against the body is fully-lined and has a PALS panel for a firearm(s), magazines, 
and other MOLLE accessories. This panel’s top toggle allows you to rip the pocket open for access to the 
contents. The other padded sleeve fits laptops up to 15”. 

BlackWaxed Wood 
Internal PALS panel for firearm, magazines 
and MOLLE accessory attachment keeps 

close to the body for a secure carry.

*Toggle detail

*Zippered pocket has tab with toggle for immediate 
rip-zip access to firearm (see detail below)

Silicone logo on a loop panel to 
accommodate morale patches

Back pocket is fulling lined with loop 
for attaching accessories

3 WAY CC GO BAG 

Weight:

Vol:

Dims:

Size:

Available 2021

Over-the-shoulder, 
ambidextrous sling for 
left or right carry

Left and right 
zip access to 
pass-through main 
compartment is 
lined in loop

*Quick, Rip-Zip access to 
internal loop PALS panel 

for firearm, magazine 
and MOLLE accessory 

attachment

Silicone logo on 
a loop panel to 
accommodate 

morale patches

Padded, mesh body 
panel and sling for 
comfort and wicking

YKK® zippers

GalaxyWaxed Wood 

.5 kg (1 lb)

4 L (245 cu-in)

13”x8”x5” (33x20.3x12.7cm)

One Size                                        

*Detail: Internal PALS 
panel for firearm, 
magazine and MOLLE 
accessory attachment

Rip-Zip pocket has 
internal zippered 
accessory pocket

Additional securing 
strap can be tucked 
away inside the bag 
when not being used

An over-the-shoulder sling bag for carrying your mission-essential gear, the GO BAG’s best feature is called 
out in its namesake – a perfect grab-and-GO BAG. The over-the-shoulder, ambidextrous sling provides a 
comfortable fit and simple yet secure compartment access for both left and right-handed users. The quick, 
Rip-zip design provides access to PALS panel where a firearm, magazines, or any other MOLLE accessory 
can be safely stored. With a top grab handle and a stowable additional security strap, this well-engineered 
sling will stay secure to you in any pursuit.   

Interior zippered 
pocket

Top grab handle
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Black

1.0 kg (2.3 lbs)

24 L (1465 cu-in)

18”x10.5”x10 (45.7x26.7x25.4cm)

One Size                                    

Weight:

Vol:

Dims:

Size:

The RIP RUCK 24 CC will be your best companion because of its organization. It has two compartments: zip 
access to a separate laptop and document sleeve and Rip-Zip panel access to the drop-in compartment 
with a loop PALS panel for firearm, magazine, and MOLLE accessory attachment that features magnets 
for securing when the zippers are not being used. Other features include interior mesh divider pockets for 
magazines or other accessories and a center front zip that allows full access to the main compartment. The 
two exterior, lower Rip Zip pockets provide quick access and organization.

Fixed harnessing
Quick one-handed open and close Rip-Zip 

panel access to drop-in compartment with loop 
PALS panel for firearm, magazine and MOLLE 

accessory attachment 

Top YKK® DWR coated zipper access to separate 
laptop, document, and accessory compartment

Two lower Rip-Zip pockets with 
quick pull magnetic open and close

Center zipper allows for full access to the 
front compartment

Reinforced top haul handle

PALS webbing on top of lid for 
MOLLE accessories

Silicone logo on a loop panel to 
accommodate morale patches

Molded body panel

Floating padded sleeve with Velcro® closure fits laptops 
up to 15” and has divided, zippered mesh pocketsAdditional document sleeve is lined with

loop for attaching accessories

YKK® zippers

Forest

Available 2021

Internal loop PALS panel for firearm, magazine 
and MOLLE accessory attachment

 Rip-Zip panel has magnets to secure close 
when zippers are not being used

Rip-Zip compartment has stretch woven 
pockets for additional magazines and 
accessory carry

Five mesh divider 
pockets for 

magazines or other 
accessories   

RIP RUCK 24 CC ROAD TRIPPER

Weight:

Vol:

Dims:

Size:

Available 2021

1.5 kg (3.2 lbs)

32.8 L (2004 cu-in)

10”x18”x12.5” (27.9x41.4x26.2cm)

One Size                                        

The ROAD TRIPPER offers custom organization for variety of uses. This full-featured, padded travel bag 
meets all your needs for a grab-and-go pack for the week. Sized to go from the locker to the front seat of the 
car, this pack is expertly engineered to keep you organized and highly mobile.  Featuring two, full-length, front 
external pockets with multiple mesh divider pockets for organizing smaller items, and a large, main padded 
compartment with three dividers to custom organize your kit to your liking, depending on the job at hand. 
The ROAD TRIPPER is loaded with many utilitarian features to meet the needs of your operational demands. 

Shadow

Main bag has U-shaped 
opening, loop lined and three 

removable/adjustable dividers 
for organizing your kit

Two points of securing to passenger seat:

1. Back of bag has pass through webbing loops to secure via the seat belt

500D CORDURA® fabric 
with YKK® zippers

Removable, adjustable 
shoulder strap

Internal, full-length 
zippered pocket for 
documents, divider 
storage, etc. 

Fully padded sides and 
bottom provides rigidity 

and protection

Two, full-length external zippered accessory 
pockets with flaps that folds down allowing 
complete access to internal, mesh divider pockets 
for organizing smaller items such as magazines, 
administative essentials, etc. 

Top handle

Silicone logo on 
a loop panel to 
accommodate 
morale patches

Interior of lid has a loop PALS 
panel for firearm, magazine and 

MOLLE accessory attachment

Two external 
stretch-woven 
water bottle 
pockets

Side zipper pocket 
with four mesh 

divider pockets for 
magazines and other 

accessories  

2. Internal top handle for hanging opened pack 
from the head rest for full access to interior
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Our Military products are in compliance with the Berry Amendment 
(10 U.S.C. 2533a) and TAA compliant. Most products are made 
with IR compliant materials and zippers.

MILITARY

BACK TO CONTENTS
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Coyote

KOMODO DRAGON

Two zippered pockets on lid

BVS – Bolstered Ventilation and Stability 
system– allows for a stable, secure fit 
over body armor

Internal sleeves and ports integrate 
up to three hydration reservoirs 

PALS webbing on interior and exterior 
accommodates MOLLE accessories 

Urethane coated zipper ports at top of body 
panel opens from either side for antennae, 
cables, and/or hydration
 

Waist belt stows away 
when not in use 
 

Built of custom spec’d 500D CORDURA® with Teflon® and PU coatings for maximum durability,  
UV, and weather protection.

VELCRO® on lid for 
identification and patches

Multicam

Side water bottle pockets

IR-Compliant, water repellent 
YKK® zippers

Classic 3-ZIP design for easy, 
rapid access to the interior

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Berry Compliant

2.1 kg (4.7 lbs)

38 L (2288 cu-in)

S M/L XL

The KOMODO DRAGON is a slightly larger version of our 3 Day Assault for extended time in the field. 
This pack features Futura yoke to adjust to different torso lengths and accommodate the extra girth 
of armor. Inside, it has a MOLLE panel for radio mounts plus detail pockets and hydration sleeves. The 
waist belt stows away when not in use.

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Berry Compliant

2 kg (4.4 lbs)

33 L (2038 cu-in)

S M/L XL

Multicam

Two zippered pockets on lid

Built of custom spec’d 500D CORDURA® with Teflon® and PU coatings for maximum durability, 
UV, and weather protection.

Internal sleeves and ports integrate 
up to three hydration reservoirs

Waist belt stows away 
when not in use

Urethane coated zipper ports at top of body 
panel opens from either side for antennae, 
cables, and/or hydration 

PALS webbing on interior and exterior 
accommodates MOLLE accessories

VELCRO® on lid for 
identification and patches

IR-Compliant, water repellent 
YKK® zippers

The 3 DAY ASSAULT PACK is our full-featured, flagship pack. Built of custom spec’d 500D CORDURA® 
with Teflon® and PU coatings for maximum durability, UV, and weather protection and with IR-Compliant, 
water-repellent YKK® zippers. The classic 3 ZIP provides easy access to gear and for versatility and 
mobility, there’s nothing better. It has three rows of external MOLLE webbing, giving you options to 
expand, and side compression straps minimize bulk.

BVS – Bolstered Ventilation and Stability 
system– allows for a stable, secure fit 
over body armor 

3 DAY ASSAULT BVS

Coyote

Side water bottle pockets

Classic 3-ZIP design for easy, 
rapid access to the interior
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Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Berry Compliant

For the shortest of missions, the ASAP is our smallest assault pack. Its 3-ZIP design 
allows quick access to the bag’s interior and can easily carry a radio. Inside are multiple 
hydration configuration options.

MulticamFoliageBlack

ASAP

1.4 kg (3 lbs)

20 L (1208 cu-in)

S M/L XL

Single zippered lid pocket with 
interior detail pocket 

Two internal sleeves with compression 
straps each accommodate water 
bladders up to 3L each
 

Urethane coated zipper port at top of body 
panel opens from either side for antennae, 
cables, and/or hydration
 

Removable 1” web waist belt
 

PALS webbing on exterior and interior 
accommodates MOLLE accessories

VELCRO® on lid for identification and patches

IR-Compliant, water repellent YKK® zippers

Classic 3-ZIP design for easy, rapid 
access to the interior

Fully adjustable Futura yoke telescopes 
to fit any torso length

Internal HDPE frame sheet that provides 
rigidity

3.5 kg (7.8 lbs)

49 L (2990 cu-in)

            S M L XL XXL

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Berry Compliant

The OVERLOAD® pack features the quick-access, 3-ZIP design and the ability to secure sniper and crew-
served weapons or Pelican cases between the pack and frame without decreasing capacity for mission 
essentials or sustainment gear. Built on the NICE Frame, which is a patented construction, that allows the 
frame to flex with your body resulting in top-down load transfer to comfortably carry heavy loads. The 
OVERLOAD® feature makes this our most advanced weapon’s carry backpack. 

OVERLOAD with Pelican case Weapon compression straps
Coyote

Two zippered pockets on lid

Rifle Sock and weapon 
compression straps

Urethane coated zipper port at top of body 
panel opens from either side for antennae, 
cables, and/or hydration

Classic 3-ZIP design for easy, rapid 
access to the interior

VELCRO® on lid for identification and patches

Side water bottle, tripod or rifle 
butt pockets

Two internal sleeves each 
accommodate bladders up to 3L

OVERLOAD®

BVS – Bolstered Ventilation and Stability 
system– allows for a stable, secure 
fit over body armor and can be easily 
removed

PALS webbing on interior and exterior 
accommodates MOLLE accessories 

IR-Compliant, water repellent YKK® zippers

Multicam

Fully adjustable Futura yoke telescopes 
to fit any torso length

NICE Frame consists of a matrix of stays 
and a full fabric panel to absorb shock 
and increase flex

Autolock buckles prevent slippage

Front, bottom and side compression straps
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2.5 kg (5.5 lbs)

                             

The LOAD SLING adds versatility and stability for non-standard loads. It is the most basic method 
to lash objects to the NICE Frame – a patented construction that allows the frame to flex with your 
body, resulting in top-down load transfer to comfortably carry heavy loads. This simple design has two 
adjustable straps to the top and each side. Its wide range of adjustability will conform to any load you 
can carry.  

S M L XL XXL

Weight:

Size:

Berry Compliant

Multicam

LOAD SLING

Coyote

MYSTERY RANCH Load Cells are designed to fit 
perfectly in the load sling 

BVS – Bolstered Ventilation and Stability 
system– allows for a stable, secure fit over body 
armor and can be easily removed

Fully adjustable Futura yoke telescopes to fit 
any torso length

NICE Frame consists of a matrix of stays and a full 
fabric panel to absorb shock and increase flex

PALS webbing on interior and exterior 
accommodates MOLLE accessories 

Autolock buckles prevent slippage

Side compression straps

The CREWCAB is our variable-capacity, do-anything military pack. It can be compressed into a low-
profile, 1592 cu-in pack or expanded to carry Load Cells, EOD gear, Pelican cases, robots, ammo cans, 
and CASEVAC in a pinch.  

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Berry Compliant

3.4 kg (7.4 lbs)

26 L (1592 cu-in)

S M L XL XXL

Multicam

Coyote

MYSTERY RANCH Load Cells are 
designed to fit perfectly in the 
CREWCAB’s load shelf 

Flat front pocket for essentials

Compatible with the Daypack Lid which locks on 
loads that extend above the top of the frame
 Two tubular pockets each 

accommodate bladders up to 3L 
or other items

Panel loading pocket for full access 
to internal contents

BVS – Bolstered Ventilation and 
Stability system– allows for a stable, 
secure fit over body armor and can be 
easily removed

Fully adjustable Futura yoke telescopes 
to fit any torso length

NICE Frame consists of a matrix of stays 
and a full fabric panel to absorb shock 
and increase flex

IR-Compliant, water repellent YKK® zippers

Autolock buckles prevent slippage

Side compression straps

CREWCAB
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On the front line in a medical emergency, every second counts. 
That’s why the MYSTERY RANCH medic specific bags were de-
signed around quick access, organization, and comfort. 

MEDICAL

BACK TO CONTENTS
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Designed for requirements around our winning bid in the Norwegian TCCC program, the MYSTERY RANCH MOLE fills the 
demand for a scaled-down, feature-rich medical pack. Every square inch of this pack was designed with function in mind. 
MYSTERY RANCH really stayed focused on versatility and quick access on this pack. The MOLE has already been very 

popular in Europe as it launches here, looks to be a consideration for your combat trauma essentials. 

A COMPACT AND HIGHLY FUNCTIONAL MED PACK

2.2 kg (4.9 lbs)

22 L (1342 cu-in)

S M L XL XXL

At 22L, the MOLE is similar in size, but has a slimmer profile than its popular predecessor, the RATS pack. It 
is built with custom spec’d 500D CORDURA® with Teflon® and PU coatings for maximum durability, UV and 
weather protection and finished off with IR-compliant YKK® zippers. The MOLE is highly configurable with 
its carrying options and internal organization, adapting to changing mission profiles.

MOLE

Coyote

Autolock buckles prevent slippage

Top handle for multiple 
carrying options

One -handed access from 
two-zip design Removable internal pouches

Removable 1” waist belt

Included Removable Stick-it pouch 
to stow a helmet, jacket or bulky 
objects on the outside

Body armour adapter panel on back 
for mounting directly to armor

PALS webbing on exterior 
accommodates MOLLE accessories

VELCRO® on lid for 
identification and patches

IR-Compliant YKK® zippers

Removable shoulder straps for 
attaching directly to body armor

Zippered lid pocket

External shear pocket with 
elastic on either side for quick 

access items (tourniquets)

Removable panel for single-
access items 

Interior removable panel for single-
access items such as tourniquets, 
gauze and/or gloves. 

Here’s a quick video detailing the MOLE:

*Contents not included with MR pack.

Check out the full line of medical military packs and accessories at:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWGP0zqIcoU

Clamshell top lid opens widely for 
full-viewing access to contents

The main compartment splays open via one-handed access from its two-zip design, allowing full 
access to the removable internal pouches inside the pack. An additional, internal handle keeps 

from fighting the top lid when hanging the pack to work out of. 

Lined with loop fuzz which allows 
you to customize the five removable 
medical pockets

Pocket have clear vinyl windows 
and internal elastic bands to 

keep items tidy

Two inner sleeves along the sides 
provide secure slots for splints or 

other long items.

We are pleased to collaborate with our friends at North American Rescue 
for kitting out our medical packs for these photos and videos.  Please contact 
NARescue customer service to order medical contents as shown.

p 888 689 6277    e info@NARescue.com

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Berry Compliant
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Coyote

NICE RATS

4.4 kg (9.8 lbs)

23 L (1400 cu-in)

            S M L XL XXL

Back panel stores a closed-cell foam pad to 
insulate patients from the ground 

Two 150 cu-in front pockets 
for blowout kits 

Top lid features internal bandage 
and gauze loops

300 cu-in zippered 
bottom pocket

PALS webbing on exterior accommodates MOLLE 
accessories 

VELCRO® on lid for 
identification and patches

BVS – Bolstered Ventilation and Stability 
system– allows for a stable, secure fit over 
body armor and can be easily removed

Fully adjustable Futura yoke telescopes to fit 
any torso length

NICE Frame consists of a matrix of stays and a full 
fabric panel to absorb shock and increase flex

IR-Compliant YKK® zippers

Autolock buckles prevent slippage

External shear pocket with elastic 
on either side for quick access items 

(tourniquites)

Zippered lid pocket

RATS internal 
organization pockets 

and sleeves

Internal trash pocket to keep 
track of items used 

Two internal sleeves for splints 
and long items 

Internal top handle for hanging 
opened pack

Four removable internal pockets 
and two 1000 ml IV bags

Multicam

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Berry Compliant

The NICE RATS (Rapid Access Trauma System) pack is a frontline medic bag whose every detail is 
focused on quick, one-handed access to organized medical supplies. There are multiple trauma shears 
and tourniquet holders throughout and large reinforced handles for hanging the pack on branches 
or inside of helicopters. The NICE RATS is built on the NICE Frame which adds additional capacity for 
carrying litters or combi tools. Inside the main compartment are four removable pockets with clear vinyl 
windows and two IV bag pockets.

RATS internal 
organization pockets 

and sleeves

3 kg (6.6 lbs)

23 L (1400 cu-in)

                            S M/L XL

Black

RATS

The Rapid Access Trauma System (RATS) pack is a frontline medic bag whose every detail is focused on 
quick, one-handed access to organized medical supplies. There are multiple trauma shears and tourniquet 
holders throughout and large reinforced handles for hanging the pack on branches or inside of helicopters. It’s 
sized so that when mounted on the NICE Frame, there is room below the pack for carrying litters or hydraulic 
combi tools. Inside the RATS are four removable pockets with clear vinyl windows and two IV bag pockets. 
The RATS also features removable BVS that optimizes the pack for use with or without body armor.

Back panel stores a closed-cell foam pad 
to insulate patients from the ground 

Two 150 cu-in front pockets 
for blowout kits 

Top lid features internal 
bandage and gauze loops

300 cu-in zippered bottom pocket

PALS webbing on exterior accommodates 
MOLLE accessories 

VELCRO® on lid for 
identification and patches

BVS – Bolstered Ventilation and Stability 
system– allows for a stable, secure fit over 
body armor and can be easily removed

Autolock buckles prevent slippage

IR-Compliant YKK® zippers 

Fully adjustable Futura yoke telescopes to fit 
any torso length

Internal trash pocket to keep 
track of items used 

Two internal sleeves for splints 
and long items 

Internal top handle for hanging 
opened pack

Four removable internal pockets 
and two 1000 ml IV bags

External shear pocket with elastic 
on either side for quick access items 

(tourniquites)

Zippered lid pocket

CoyoteMulticam

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Berry Compliant
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ROUS internal organization 
pockets and sleeves

Coyote

ROUS

Back panel stores a closed-cell foam pad to 
insulate patients from the ground 

Internal trash pocket to keep 
track of items used 

Two internal sleeves for splints 
and long items 

Top lid features internal bandage 
and gauze loops

Side and bottom 
compression straps

Internal top handle for hanging 
opened pack

PALS webbing on exterior accommodates 
MOLLE accessories 

VELCRO® on lid for 
identification and patches

BVS – Bolstered Ventilation and Stability system– 
allows for a stable, secure fit over body armor

Autolock buckles prevent slippage

IR-Compliant YKK® zippers

Fully adjustable Futura yoke telescopes to fit 
any torso length

NICE Frame consists of a matrix of stays and a full 
fabric panel to absorb shock and increase flex

Two side rip-zip pockets 

External pocket for quick  
access to essentials

Six removable internal pockets 
and two 1000 ml IV bags

Zippered lid pocket

Multicam

5 kg (11 lbs)

56 L (3500 cu-in)

            S M L XL XXL

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Berry Compliant

Oversized medic pack for ultimate preparedness – the ROUS features quick access to your 
organized medical supplies. The large top lid has elastic loops for gauze and a detail pocket 
for administrative needs. The front panel has one large pocket and two Rip Zip pockets 
for more storage. Inside the main compartment are six removable pockets and two IV bag 
pockets, all with clear panels for fast identification.

VLAK

0.4 kg (0.9 lb)

8.25” x14.75” x5” 

Coyote | Multicam

Weight:

Dims:

Color:

The VLAK was designed to address medical resupply storage in vehicles. It features a detachable strap 
for carrying cross-body or can be slung over a headrest or attached via MOLLE. It can also be attached 
to an assault vest and body armor.

VLAK internal 
organization

Coyote

Coyote

Multicam

Multicam
RFAK internal 
organization

RFAK

Coyote

0.2 kg (0.5 lb)

5.75” x7” x2.5” 

Coyote | Multicam

Weight:

Dims:

Color:

The RFAK is a compact individual first aid kit that attaches via MOLLE to your assault vest or body armor. 
It has a unique, detachable inner panel that can be adjusted to carry different items. Simply unbuckle, then 
pull the red tab to remove the panel from the carrying bag.

AVAILABLE IN

AVAILABLE IN
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The packs in this category are not sourced in the US. 

DAY PACKS

This collection of packs was selected for their ability to adapt to any 
mission. Blends in globally because they are used by people world-
wide. These packs are built to survive the long haul, and then some. 

BACK TO CONTENTS
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30 DAY PACKS 31

S/M L/XL

Adjustable yoke

Removable web waist belt 

External bottle pockets

500D CORDURA® fabric 
and YKK® zippers

VELCRO® pile on top of lid for 
morale patches

Two zippered lid pockets

Main compartment and side zip access to 
floating, padded sleeve that fits laptops up 
to 15” and document/tablet sleeve pocket  

Classic 3-ZIP design for easy, 
rapid access to the interior

Two interior mesh pockets

MOLLE on exterior

Compression straps

Full-length plastic frame sheet 

Interior dump pockets

1.4 kg (3 lbs)

27 L (1648 cu-in)                               

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

From the aspiring to retired gunfighters, the 2-DAY is MYSTERY RANCH’s nod to the ultra-success of 
the 3-Day Assault Pack. The 2-DAY ASSAULT is a scaled-down option for a smaller, everyday urban size 
and functionality. Enough MOLLE on sides and back of pack to entertain substitutions from flash-bang 
pocket attachments to urban necessities. All the bells and whistles you would expect in a 3-DAP with the 
integrated floating computer sleeve.

2-DAY 
ASSAULT

Foliage ForestBlack Coyote

Expandable zipper provides five extra liters of storage 
that zips out of the way when not needed

Removable shoulder strap stores in interior pocket 

Padded sleeve fits laptops up to 15”

Rip-Zip accessory compartment has magnetic 
locking buckle 

Fully cushioned backpack 
straps tuck away in a dedicated 
compartment when not in use

YKK® zippers 

Zippered main compartment 
has multiple accessory pockets 

1.2 kg (2.6 lbs)

22 L (1343 cu-in)

One Size                                        

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

The 3 WAY offers a convenient range of carry methods – briefcase, backpack, 
or shoulder carry. Featuring a large, central compartment, this versatile briefcase 
can be expanded via a compression zipper. A Rip-Zip opening gives you ready 
access to accessory pockets. A dedicated, padded sleeve fits laptops up to 15”. 

3 WAY

Black Shadow 
1000D CORDURA®

Wood 
Waxed fabric

Galaxy
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Black Cherry Foliage Forest Wood

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

The introduction of the RIP RUCK series is the result of the success of our original Rip Ruck, which was 
inspired by the military ALICE ruck. The three packs in this series have a military look and are full of 
features that work well for travel, the office and everywhere in between. The RIP RUCK 32, the largest 
in the series, - the Swiss Army Knife - has two main compartments: a zip access to separate laptop and 
document sleeve and a Rip-Zip compartment that has a sleeve, zippered mesh pocket and plenty of 
space for all your other must-haves. Other features include side stretch-woven pockets, PALS webbing 
and daisy chain for attaching accessories, and plenty of exterior pockets – four to be exact – for quick 
access and organization.

1.7 kg (3.8 lbs)

32 L (1955 cu-in)

S/M L/XL

Foliage WoodBlack

330 Robic and YKK® DWR coated zippers

Quick Rip-Zip panel access to drop-in 
compartment for easy one handed open 

and close and secures with magnets

Rip-Zip compartment has divided, zippered 
mesh pocket and document sleeve

Top zip access to separate laptop and 
document compartment (fits laptops 
up to 15”)

Two lower Rip-Zip pockets with 
quick pull magnetic open and close

 Front daisy chain for 
attaching accessories

Reinforced top haul handle

Two, upper exterior zippered pockets

Two, side, stretch-woven pockets

Silicone logo on a bed of Velcro® 
to accommodate morale patches

Molded body panel with telescoping 
yoke for custom torso fit

Stowable waist belt tucks into 
compartments beneath the water 
bottle pockets when not in use

PALS webbing on top of lid and 
sides for MOLLE accessories

RIP RUCK 32 RIP RUCK 24

Fixed harnessing

Quick Rip-Zip panel access to drop-in 
compartment for easy one handed open and 

close and secures with magnets

Top zip access to separate laptop, document, 
and accessory compartment

Two lower Rip-Zip pockets with 
quick pull magnetic open and close

 Front daisy chain for 
attaching accessories

Reinforced top haul loop

PALS webbing on top of lid for 
MOLLE accessories

Silicone logo on a bed of Velcro® 
to accommodate morale patches

Molded body panel

Floating padded sleeve with Velcro® 

closure fits laptops up to 15”

Divided zippered mesh pocket on the 
padded floating computer sleeve

Additional document sleeve is lined with
Velcro® for attaching accessories

330d Robic and YKK® DWR coated zippers

1.0 kg (2.3 lbs)

24 L (1465 cu-in)

One Size                                    

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

The RIP RUCK 24, the mid-size pack in the RIP RUCK series, will be your best travel companion 
because of its organization. It has two main compartments: a zip access to a separate laptop 
and document sleeve and a Rip-Zip compartment that has a sleeve, zippered mesh pocket, and 
plenty of space for all your other must-haves. Other features include one side stretch-woven 
pocket, PALS webbing and daisy chain for attaching accessories, and two exterior Rip Zip 
pockets for quick access and organization.
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Weight:

Vol:

Size:

The introduction of the RIP RUCK series is the result of the success of our original Rip Ruck, which was 
inspired by the military ALICE ruck. The three packs in this series have a military look and are full of 
features that work well for travel, the office and everywhere in between. The RIP RUCK 32, the largest 
in the series, - the Swiss Army Knife - has two main compartments: a zip access to separate laptop and 
document sleeve and a Rip-Zip compartment that has a sleeve, zippered mesh pocket and plenty of 
space for all your other must-haves. Other features include side stretch-woven pockets, PALS webbing 
and daisy chain for attaching accessories, and plenty of exterior pockets – four to be exact – for quick 
access and organization.

1.7 kg (3.8 lbs)

32 L (1955 cu-in)

S/M L/XL

RIP RUCK 15

Foliage WoodBlack

URBAN 
ASSAULT 24

Zippered lid pocket

Document pocket stacked with pen 
and cord pockets

Interior dump pockets

Two interior mesh zipper pockets

500D CORDURA® fabric and YKK® zippers

Full-length, plastic frame sheet

External bottle pockets

Classic 3-ZIP design for easy, rapid 
access to the interior

Dedicated compartment between 3-ZIP bag 
and frame has a floating, padded sleeve 
that fits laptops up to 15” and document/
tablet sleeve pocket  

1.2 kg (2.7 lbs)

24 L (1464 cu-in)

One Size

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Concrete strike teams, rejoice. The Urban Assault family leader, the 24-liter size is the new tip of the 
spear for urban missions.  Based on our best-selling civilian daypack, this 3-ZIP pack advances forward 
with improved internal pockets. A computer sleeve, secondary document sleeve, and multiple, internal 
mesh pockets ensure organizational efforts are maximized for your urban patrols.

Black Shadow 
1000D

Hummus Wood Waxed

Fixed harnessing

Quick Rip-Zip panel access to drop-in 
compartment for easy one handed open 

and close and secures with magnets

 Front daisy chain for 
attaching accessories

Reinforced top haul loop

PALS webbing on top of lid for 
MOLLE accessories

Silicone logo on a bed of Velcro® 
to accommodate morale patches

Molded body panel

Floating padded sleeve with Velcro® 
closure fits laptops up to 15”

Divided zippered mesh pocket on the 
padded floating computer sleeve

Additional document sleeve is lined with
Velcro® for attaching accessories

Vertical entry zippered face pocket 
with interior dividers

Two interior zippered side pockets

Side, stretch-woven pocket

330d Robic and YKK® zippers
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Weight:

Vol:

Size:

URBAN  
ASSAULT 21

500D CORDURA® fabric and 
YKK® zippers

Zippered lid pocket

Fixed harnessing 

Floating padded sleeve 
fits laptops up to 15” 

Two interior mesh zipper pockets

1.3 kg (2.8 lbs)

21 L (1281 cu-in)  

One Size                              

Be prepared for life’s daily battles with the URBAN ASSAULT. The 3-ZIP design serves both form and 
function, allowing ready access to your pack’s contents. With built-in laptop and tablet sleeves, your 
devices are protected. It features a zippered, mesh-lined pocket built into the lid, as well as two internal 
zippered pockets to organize smaller items.

3-ZIP design for quick access

LizardHunter Wood WaxedBlack Wildfire 
Black

Shadow 
1000D

Black

URBAN 
ASSAULT 18

500D CORDURA® fabric and 
YKK® zippers

3-ZIP design for quick access

Zippered lid pocket

Fixed harnessing 

Floating padded sleeve 
fits laptops up to 15” 

Two interior mesh 
zipper pockets

0.85 kg (1.8 lb)

18 L (1080 cu-in)

One Size                                

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Be prepared for life’s daily battles with the URBAN ASSAULT 18. With all the same features of its bigger 
brother, the URBAN ASSAULT 18 measures 3” shorter, making it the perfect pack for those looking for 
a lower profile version of this classic pack. The 3-ZIP design serves both form and function, allowing 
ready access to your pack’s contents. With built-in laptop and tablet sleeves, your devices are protected. 
It features a zippered, mesh-lined pocket built into the lid, as well as two internal zippered pockets to 
organize smaller items.
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Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Our 3-ZIP design has won a lot of fans over the years... for good reason. The COULEE 25 has two front, exterior 
stretch-woven pockets to tuck your jacket or skins for swift retrieval. Side stretch-woven pockets keep water bottles 
handy. The top lid has a zippered compartment for stashing cameras, snacks, etc. Our removable Redirect waist belt 
secures the load.

1.3 kg (2.9 lbs)

25 L (1526 cu-in)                                    

S/M L/XL

1.7 kg (3.8 lbs)

40 L (2441 cu-in)

 

Weight:

Vol:

Size: S/M L/XL

This 3-ZIP day pack offers quick access to your essentials. Featuring a suite of exterior, stretch woven pockets - 
two on the front and two (water-bottle-ready) on the sides - the COULEE 40 is all about grab and go convenience. 
Designed with dual composite frame stays for stability and the fully adjustable yoke affords a customized fit.

COULEE 25 COULEE 40

3-ZIP design for fast, easy access 
Top-zippered lid compartment to 
organize essentials 

Front and side stretch woven 
pockets on exterior 
 

Removable Redirect waist 
belt for stabilizing comfort 
 
 

330D Robic nylon fabric 
and YKK® zippers 

Hydration reservoir compatible 

Side compression straps 
for load stabilization and 
lash on options 

Two tool carry loops with 
secure straps

3-ZIP design for fast, easy access 
Top-zippered lid compartment to 
organize essentials 

Front and side stretch woven 
pockets on exterior 
 

Removable Redirect waist 
belt for stabilizing comfort 
 
 

330D Robic nylon fabric 
and YKK® zippers 

Hydration reservoir compatible 

Side compression straps 
for load stabilization and 
lash on options 

Two tool carry loops with 
secure straps

Dual composite frame stays 
for load stability 

Black HummusDel Mar Lizard
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Water bottle pockets

210D Robic nylon fabric and 
YKK® zippers 

Double-layered bottom for 
long-haul durability

Zippered pockets 
on waist belt

Two zippered lid pocket

Hydration reservoir compatible

Removable Redirect waist belt for 
stabilizing comfort

Daisy chain with 
adjustable tool loops

1.3 kg (2.9 lbs)

32 L (1953 cu-in)

                                   

Weight:

Vol:

Size: S/M L/XL

This mid-size, technical, outdoor daypack offers ready access to your kit via our signature 3-ZIP design. The 
SCREE 32 fills the sweet spot in your pack quiver by functioning for a spectrum of outdoor, travel, and urban 
pursuits. It features front daisy chains and spacious zippered pockets on the lid.  

Classic 3-ZIP design for easy, 
rapid access to the interior

LizardDel MarBlack

SCREE 32

Telescoping yoke

Removable web waist belt 

210 Hitra and YKK® DWR coated zippers

Classic 3-ZIP design for easy, rapid 
access to the interior

Zippered lid pocket

Hydration reservoir compatible

Breathable air mesh back panel 

Compression straps

Light, flexible, padded frame 

GALLAGATOR

Stretch-woven water bottle pockets

Black Foliage
*new*

0.6 kg (1.3 lb)

19 L (1160 cu-in)

One Size                                    

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Built on the premise to make eccentrically styled moves, wherever the path or rail may lead you. Meet the 
GALLAGATOR. This durably-built lightweight pack has the Ranch’s 3-Zip access with a top-zipped pocket 
lid creating a combination, shining with versatility from navigating urban trails and lifestyle to scrambling 
on dirt or scree. This pack prefers the scenic route.
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Two adjustable tool loops and 
elastic tool attach straps

IN & OUT 22

Stuffs into its own front pocket
(10”x6.5”x3”)

100D CORDURA® mini-rip 
fabric and YKK® zippers

Top-loading shroud with 
drawstring main access

Two, external zippered 
access pockets

Thin breathable shoulder pads with 
adjustable sternum strap 

Hydration reservoir compatible 

Stretchy side pocket 

Double daisy chains for accessory attachment

Black Hummus Limeade

0.4 kg (0.9 lb)

21.9 L (1336 cu-in)

One Size                               

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Most summit packs are glorified stuff bags with flimsy shoulder straps but our IN & OUT 22 is
a fully engineered yet featherweight solution. Designed to stuff into its front, mesh pocket –
packing the size of a small water bottle. It features a lid flap for extra weather protection. And for 
ease of access, it features a top-loading shroud with drawstring main compartment. It also
features contoured shoulder straps and a sternum strap and is built from 100d CORDURA® minirip
for high abrasion and tear resistance. This full-featured, packable daypack will get you IN & OUT.

IN & OUT 19

Stuffs into its own front pocket
(8.5”x4.5”x4”)

Large zippered access to main bag 

100D CORDURA® mini-rip 
fabric and YKK® zippers

Two, external zippered 
access pockets

Thin breathable shoulder pads with 
adjustable sternum strap 

Hydration reservoir compatible 

Stretchy side pocket 

Double daisy chains for accessory attachment

Two adjustable tool loops and 
elastic tool attach straps

0.4 kg (0.9 lb)

18.8 L (1147 cu-in)

One Size                                     

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Most summit packs are glorified stuff bags with flimsy shoulder straps. However, 
our new IN & OUT 19 is a fully engineered yet a featherweight solution. Designed to 
stuff into its front, mesh pocket – packing the size of a small water bottle. Featuring 
large zippered access to the main bag, it also has contoured shoulder straps and a 
sternum strap and is built from 100D CORDURA® mini-rip for high abrasion and tear 
resistance. This full-featured, packable daypack will get you IN & OUT.

Black Hummus Hunter Limeade
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XS/S M/L

TOWER 47

Black

Removable Alpine waist belt

1000d CORDURA® fabric 
and YKK® zippers 

Front daisy chain for 
attaching accessories

Handles on top for hauling, on 
the side and bottom to easily 

move the bag when open

Three interior zippered 
pockets for organization

Removable compression straps with 
aluminum buckles

Top zippered opening for controlled access or 
duffel bag opening for full access to gear 

Removable frame sheet and fiberglass stays

Telescoping Alpine yoke for custom torso 
fit and can be easily removed

Zippered lid pocket

Hydration reservoir compatible

Outer access to one internal pocket

2 kg (4.4 lbs)

47 L (2868 cu-in)

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

This organizational monster, the TOWER 47, is feature-filled with the functions you demand as a climber. 
From its burly fabrication and splay-open access to its removable components and comfortable carry, this 
is the perfect crag pack. Made for those who want to get to the bottom of the crag, drop the bag, 
and have it sprawl out with all of their equipment.  

HIP MONKEY

0.4 kg (0.9 lb)

8 L (488 cu-in)

One Size                                

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

The HIP MONKEY’s exterior is deceptively trim, but it can easily swallow an extra 
layer, phone, water bottle, keys, wallet, thermos, etc. It accommodates up to six 
golf discs or even a six pack. The waist belt is designed for an efficient fit whether 
on the hips or diagonally over the shoulder.

500D CORDURA® fabric and YKK®

Waist belt is designed for carrying 
around the hips or over the shoulder

Zippered access to main bag

Front detail pocket with key clip

Dual-compression straps

Black Lizard
*new*
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Whether for the market, school, work, travel — or all of the above 
— these feature-rich packs come in multiple flavors to suit your 
color palette. And like our burliest big rigs, they are built to survive 
the long haul.

TRAVEL

BACK TO CONTENTS
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MISSION WHEELIES

Black

80

4.3 kg (9.5 lbs)

81 L (4943 cu-in)

One Size                                

130

5 kg (11 lbs)

130 L (7933 cu-in)

One Size                                

40

3.3 kg (7.3 lbs)

47 L (2870 cu-in)

One Size                                

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Built to survive savage baggage handlers, our MISSION WHEELIES luggage collection protects your stuff on your most far-flung travels. The molded polycarbonate 
plastic exterior shell provides rugged, abrasion resistance for long-haul durability. Four, interior storage pocket  have dividers that help compress contents and are 
completely removable. Clever, exterior laundry and boot compartments let you separate the clean from the dirty. And two more exterior zipper pockets provide 
easy access to those essentials you want quick access to. The large diameter, off-road wheels will get you to your final destination. 

1000D CORDURA® fabric and YKK® zippers

Exterior laundry 
compartment

Four interior 
zipper pockets

Horseshoe-shaped zipper 
provides easy access to 
entire bag

Rugged, off-road 
wheels

ID tag pocket

Exterior boot 
compartment

Exterior flat pocket

Rugged, compression-molded 
polycarbonate shell

Telescoping handle

MISSION DUFFELS

40 55

1.4 kg (3.1 lbs)

40 L (2441 cu-in)

One Size                                

1.5 kg (3.4 lbs)

55 L (3356 cu-in)

One Size                                

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

The MISSION DUFFELS’ design is honed from MYSTERY RANCH’s expertise in organized carry. The horseshoe-shaped zippered access provides easy access 
to the guts of the duffel. Multiple pocketing, including an exterior access boot compartment and side pocket, allow for organized travel. Rugged fabrics provide 
ample water-resistance. And the multiple carrying configurations will make these duffels your number one travel companion. 

Horseshoe-shaped 
zipper provides easy 
access to entire bag

Removable, adjustable 
shoulder strap 

Four exterior handles  
(one on each side)

Four interior 
zipper pockets

Exterior access laundry 
and boot compartments 

Stowable shoulder pads that 
convert this duffel into a backpack

Wood 
Waxed fabric

Four exterior handles  
(one on each side)
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1.6 kg (3.5 lbs)

43 L (2624 cu-in)

One Size                                       

Weight:

Vol:

Size:

Don’t be that person trying to squeeze an over-stuffed carry-on into a miniature overhead bin. The 
MISSION ROVER is a sleek yet ample 43 L backpack suitcase to get crucial travel necessities on board 
your next departure. Featuring clamshell zippered access to contents, each half of the open-book design 
has zippered dividers to organize your clothing and accessories. There’s a compartment for footwear or 
dirty laundry. Three carry methods: suitcase, shoulder, or backpack-style allow for versatile, nimble travel.  

Keep items for easy access 
during security checkpoints                            

Easily pack with 
ROLL & STOW method                     

Stay fresh by not leaving 
used clothes with clean 
ones                    

These pockets can keep formal 
attire from getting wrinkled                

INTERIOR 
MESH SCREENS

MAIN ZIPPER 
COMPARTMENT

DIRTY LAUNDRY 
COMPARTMENT

MESH SCREENS KEEP
FORMAL ATTIRE CRISP

Black

MISSION ROVER

GalaxyCoyote

Clam-shell zippered access to 
easily pack and organize

500D CORDURA® fabric and 
coated YKK® zippers

Grab handle

Small detail pocket on front for 
passport, pens, or phone

Padded sleeve fits 
laptops up to 15” 

Tablet pocket to secure electronics  

3-way carry: suitcase, 
shoulder, or backpack-style 

(stowable) 

Dirty laundry / shoe 
compartment pocket 

Mono-mesh, see-through internal 
dividers have zippered pockets 

OVER SHOULDER BACKPACK STYLEBRIEFCASE

CARRY OPTIONS
Versatility is what makes the MISSION ROVER unique. It can be carried in three different ways, 

ideal for whatever circumstance you are in.

Detachable strap Stowable straps. Pack rides high and 
doesn’t sag & hit lower back
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ACCESSORIES

MYSTERY RANCH accessories were designed to help customize 
your pack whether quick access to essentials, extra volume, addi-
tional organization, or hydration solutions. 

DAYPACK LID RIP ZIP

REMOVABLE STICK-IT

Expandable

0.3 kg (0.6 lb) 

Coyote | Multicam

Vol:

Weight:

Color:

0.5 kg (1 lb)

14.7 L (900 cu-in)

Coyote | Multicam

Weight:

Vol:

Color:

0.2 kg (0.4 lb)

2 L (122 cu-in)

9.5”x5.5”x4.25”

Coyote | Multicam

0.3 kg (0.6 lb)

4 L (244 cu-in)

12.5”x6”x4.5”

Coyote | Multicam

S LWeight:

Vol:

Dims:

Color:

Weight:

Vol:

Color:

HITCHHIKER 20

1 kg (2 lbs)

24 L (1464 cu-in)

Coyote | Multicam

FLASH BANG

GOTENNA POUCH

TRIPLE BANG

RFAK

MYSTERY CINCH

VLAK

0.05 kg (0.1 lb)

One stun grenade

Multicam

0.1 kg (0.3 lb) 

goTenna Pro or Pro X

Multicam

0.1 kg (0.3 lb)

Three stun grenades

Multicam

0.2 kg (0.5 lb)

5.75”x7”x2.5”

Coyote | Multicam

0.1 kg (0.3 lb) 

Coyote | Multicam | Black

0.4 kg (0.9 lb)

8.25”x14.75”x5”

Coyote | Multicam

Weight:

Vol:

Color:

Weight:

Vol:

Color:

Weight:

Vol:

Color:

Weight:

Dims:

Color:

Weight:

Color:

Weight:

Dims:

Color:

BACK TO CONTENTS
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